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FOREWORD
Since the start of the Russian military invasion of Ukraine on
24 February, more than 6.5 million people have fled the
country. United Nations estimates suggest that nearly half of
them are children and young people. They now need
protection, care and support.
On 4 March, the European Council activated the Temporary
Protection Directive, providing immediate and collective
protection to those who fled Ukraine and the right to residence,
access to the labour market and housing, medical assistance
and, very importantly, access to education up to the age of 18.
European countries have already taken major steps to integrate Ukrainian refugees in their school
systems, and the European Commission is mobilising a variety of policy instruments and programmes
to support them.
We are providing financial support for schools, vocational education and training, as well as for early
childhood education and care through EU Cohesion Funds, Erasmus+ and the European Solidarity
Corps. We set up an EU Education Solidarity Group for Ukraine to identify the needs of Ukrainian
children and to support Member States who host them. We have provided access to learning material
in Ukrainian and offered online resources and courses for teachers through the School Education
Gateway. We are supporting teachers’ exchanges in the eTwinning community.
In addition, the European Commission is also empowering the higher education and research
community to provide undivided support to Ukrainian universities, students and staff. Ukraine is a full
member of the European Higher Education Area, and Ukrainian scientists and researchers are key
participants in EU Framework programmes for Research and Innovation. We are supporting them
through greatest flexibility in the implementation of Erasmus+ projects towards Ukrainian students and
higher education staff. And Ukrainian research and innovation actors can now fully participate in
Horizon Europe and the Euratom Research and Training Programme, in addition to ongoing
ERA4Ukraine, Horizon4Ukraine and ERC4Ukraine initiatives as well as the new MSCA4Ukraine
fellowship scheme.
Schools and higher education institutions have a key role to play in ensuring refugee learners’ return
to stability and in helping to alleviate their psychological stress. This Eurydice report provides an
extremely helpful overview of the initiatives taken in European education systems in this respect. It
also shows that wide-ranging policies and measures have been put in place to support refugee
learners, some of which can be considered as good practices. My hope is that these country examples
may help authorities and educational institutions in other countries in their policy responses.

Mariya Gabriel
Commissioner responsible for
Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth
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INTRODUCTION
The Russian invasion of Ukraine has posed a serious threat to the lives of millions of people, who
were forced to flee their home and search for protection in neighbouring European countries. These
host countries now have a responsibility to respond to this situation by providing various support
measures to facilitate the rapid and successful integration of refugees from Ukraine.
In order to offer immediate assistance and clarify the legal status of those fleeing the conflict, the
Council of the European Union adopted Directive 2001/55/EC on 4 March 2022 regarding the granting
of temporary protection to refugees from Ukraine ( 1). At the time of drafting this report (June 2022),
over three and half million people from Ukraine have registered for Temporary Protection in European
countries. On 23 March 2022, with the communication ‘Welcoming those fleeing war in Ukraine:
Readying Europe to meet the needs’, the European Commission proposed a series of concrete
actions to help displaced people from Ukraine in host countries (European Commission, 2022).
In particular, access to education was recognised as an immediate priority for the integration and wellbeing of Ukrainian children and young people.
The disruption caused by the war also has a major impact on higher education staff and students from
Ukraine. To this end, the European Commission issued the Recommendation of 5 April 2022 ( 2),
prompting Member States, amongst other measures, to automatically recognise Ukrainian higher
education qualifications. In addition to the recognition of academic qualifications, large-scale support
measures, such as language training, financial support or reserved study places, are necessary to
support refugee learners in accessing higher education in the Member States, or to help them
continue their studies and later re-integrate in the Ukrainian higher education system.
This short Eurydice report on ‘Supporting refugee learners from Ukraine in higher education in
Europe’ ( 3) focuses on key policies and measures, developed by top-level education authorities across
Europe, aiming to assist higher education institutions (HEIs) in integrating refugee learners from
Ukraine ( 4). These include recent policies and measures targeting specifically Ukrainian refugee
learners as well as non-Ukrainian learners who were studying in a Ukrainian HEI at the time of the
Russian invasion.
The report builds partly on the findings of previous Eurydice reports on higher education, such as the
Bologna Process Implementation Report (2020) (European Commission / EACEA / Eurydice), and the
2019 report on Integrating Asylum Seekers and Refugees into Higher Education in Europe (European
Commission / EACEA / Eurydice, 2019). It provides up-to-date information gathered through a survey
of the countries that are part of the Eurydice network ( 5), except for Hungary and Serbia. The
reference year is the 2021/2022 academic year (up to May 2022).
Respondents were invited to provide information on top-level policies and actions related to:
•

large-scale measures supporting the integration of refugee learners in higher education;

(1) Council Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/382 of 4 March 2022 establishing the existence of a mass influx of displaced
persons from Ukraine within the meaning of Article 5 of Directive 2001/55/EC, and having the effect of granting temporary
protection, OJ L 71, 4.3.2022, p. 1–6.
(2) European Commission Recommendation 2022/554 of 5 April 2022 ‘On the recognition of qualifications for people fleeing
Russian’s invasion of Ukraine’.
This report has been published at the same time as the Eurydice report, ‘Supporting refugee learners from Ukraine in
schools in Europe’. See https://eurydice.eacea.ec.europa.eu/publications/supporting-refugee-learners-ukraine-schoolseurope-2022
(4) The term ‘learner’, as employed here, refers not only to actual, but also to potential HEI students. Thus, it refers also to
upper secondary school students, adults and anyone aiming at studying at a HEI.
(5) EU-27 plus Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Switzerland, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Norway,
Serbia and Turkey.
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•

the recognition of qualifications necessary for accessing, and progressing in, higher education;
and

•

the monitoring of refugee learners in higher education.

It is hoped that this report can contribute to informing and supporting European education authorities
in their endeavour to ensure that refugee learners from Ukraine have access to education, training and
support that correspond to their needs and aspirations.

1.

MEASURES SUPPORTING THE INTEGRATION OF REFUGEES IN
HIGHER EDUCATION

1.1. Presence of large-scale measures
Higher education institutions (HEIs) have a substantial degree of autonomy. This means that they may
have taken some measures on their own initiative to help refugee learners from Ukraine to pursue
their studies in their institutions. Although such measures may be considerable and impactful, they do
not qualify as being large-scale, unless they are present in the great majority of HEIs. Thus, by largescale measures we mean measures receiving public funding (or funded by the HEIs’ own budget) that
apply throughout the whole country (or education system), or at least to a significant geographical
area.
Figure 1: Presence of large-scale measures supporting the integration of refugees in higher education, 2021/2022

Large-scale measures

No large-scale measures
Data not available

Source: Eurydice.

As Figure 1 shows, the vast majority of European countries have some large-scale measures in place
that help with the integration of refugees in higher education. In particular, as many as 29 members of
the Eurydice network indicated that they have such measures. This includes most Western and
Eastern European countries. However, the majority of Balkan countries (i.e. Bulgaria, Croatia, Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and North Macedonia) reported no large-scale measures for
refugees.
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1.2. Support measures for refugee learners
Taking into account that European countries have been welcoming refugees, asylum-seekers, but also
other migrants well before the outbreak of war in Ukraine, it is not surprising that most of them have
large-scale measures supporting the integration of refugee students. However, Figure 1 does not
show if the existing measures were prompted by the war in Ukraine and, more importantly, does not
show what these measures are. To this end, Figure 2 is very informative.
Figure 2: Support measures for refugee learners before and after the Russian invasion of Ukraine, 2021/2022
Reserved study places
Specific financial support
(non-repayable grants or scholarships)
Language training or support
Welcome or introductory courses
Online courses or programmes
Academic guidance
Psychological counselling
Training for higher education staff
Support to student organisations to establish mentoring or
similar schemes supporting refugee learner integration

Other

Left
before invasion

Right
after invasion

Public funding

HEI funding

Public and HEI funding

:

Data not available

Source: Eurydice.

Explanatory notes
The figure illustrates the large-scale measures supporting the integration of refugee learners from Ukraine before and after the
first day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine (24 February 2022) and their funding source (public funds or HEI budget).

The first noteworthy feature of Figure 2 is that among those countries that have large-scale measures
for refugee learners, there are a variety of support instruments available. Indeed most countries have
more than five different large-scale measures in place. Particularly common are host language training
or support, psychological counselling, academic guidance, introductory or welcome courses, but also
financial support (mainly in the form of non-repayable grants or scholarships) and reserved study
places. In contrast, online higher education courses or programmes, staff training and support to
student organisations establishing mentoring schemes are less frequent. More precisely, just
13 countries offer online courses or programmes, 12 offer higher education staff training and only
10 countries support organisations developing mentoring schemes supporting refugee learners.
One particular measure stands out in the sense of being one of the most direct forms of support
helping refugee learners to access higher education. Figure 2 reveals that as many as 18 countries
have reserved study places for refugees. Although reserving places for refugees does not necessarily
mean unconditional access, it does mean that refugees do not have to compete on exactly the same
terms as other student candidates. In other words, refugee learners who want to study in a HEI where
some places are reserved for refugees, and who fulfil any criteria there may be in place, can be
assured that they will be accepted in the HEI.
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Direct financial support is also very important and Figure 2 shows that the great majority of European
countries have specific financial instruments to support refugee students. In particular, no less than
24 education systems help refugee students by giving them the opportunity to apply for non-repayable
grants or scholarships. Some countries, namely, Estonia, Ireland, Austria, Poland, Romania, Slovenia
and Sweden, exempt refugee students from Ukraine from paying any higher education tuition fees ( 6).
Whilst quality is more important than quantity when considering support measures, it is nevertheless
interesting to note that some education systems make more types of support measure available than
others. For example, Spain, Italy and Turkey reported that they have all the measures listed in
Figure 2. At the other end of the spectrum, some education systems are more selective in their
approach. For instance, Greece focuses mainly on one type of large-scale measure (language
training) while Iceland on four (reserved study places, language training, academic guidance and
psychological counselling).
Figure 2 also illustrates that most countries adopted large-scale measures following, and in direct
response to, the Russian invasion of Ukraine, to cope with the latest wave of refugee arrivals. It also
shows that most of these countries had the same type of measures in place also before the outbreak
of the conflict. However, it is important to underline that having the same types of measures does not
necessarily mean having exactly the same actions, nor does it mean that their scope, scale or
intensity remained unchanged following the invasion.
Given the more or less uniform pre/post-conflict measures pattern, it is more interesting to consider
the exceptions in Figure 2. Thus, we notice that the only new type of measure Germany introduced
following the war in Ukraine is online courses or programmes. Some of these aim at the integration of
refugee students in the German higher education system, while others aim at supporting students
enrolled in a Ukrainian HEI to continue their studies online.
In the case of Ireland, the only novel (in the sense of not existing prior to the start of the Russian
invasion) large-scale type of measure is financial support for refugee learners from Ukraine, including
a tuition fee waiver.
In Latvia, two financial measures were clearly prompted by the arrival of Ukrainian refugees. The first
was to extend the scholarship Latvian students normally receive to all Ukrainian refugee students
(€140 per month), and the second is a state-funded research fellowship (€ 900 per month) awarded to
all researchers from Ukraine who are offered an internship by a Latvian HEI.
Following the Russian aggression, Lithuania started offering psychological support to refugees, as well
as welcome or introductory courses and language training. Austria lifted the obligation of paying tuition
fees and issued special grants for Ukrainian students and researchers. Poland introduced three new
types of measures (reserved study places and specific financial support and support to organisations
establishing a mentoring scheme), Portugal four (online courses, academic guidance, training for HEI
staff and support for mentoring schemes), Romania two (reserved study places and online courses),
Slovenia three (language training, introductory courses, support to student organisations), Slovakia
two (financial support, introductory courses), Switzerland one (academic guidance) and Norway one
(reserved study places) ( 7).
All the other countries listed in Figures 1 and 2 as having large-scale measures also adopted
instruments supporting refugee learners from Ukraine. As already pointed out, they were providing
similar measures to refugees before the outbreak of conflict in Ukraine.

(6) In Belgium (French Community), refugee students are exempted from paying some registration fees.
(7) Prior to the Russian invasion, Norway was relying on the HEIs’ own budget to fund the reserved study places. Following the
invasion, both public and HEI funding have been mobilised for that purpose.
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Some large-scale measures for helping out refugee students from Ukraine do not fit neatly in the
categories listed in Figure 2. Nevertheless, they are worth mentioning, because they exemplify the
variety of tools at the disposal of the education authorities. It is impossible to list all the measures or
countries here, but a few examples are enough to make the point.
In France, refugee students from Ukraine are covered by the universal health insurance (including COVID-19 vaccination expenses).
They also have a right to apply for student accommodation.
The Netherlands tries to support students studying in a Ukrainian HEI to continue their studies online. Similarly, following a request
by the Ukrainian authorities, Romania is taking measures to organise the Ukrainian higher education entrance exams in its territory.
Poland, which has been particularly affected by very significant numbers of refugees from Ukraine, has made it easier for such
refugees to study in its HEIs by adjusting the admission procedure (allowing access even when lacking official documents) ( 8) and
criteria (lowering the necessary score-points threshold) and suspending tuition fees for full-time studies in Polish. In addition, some
student accommodation is available for refugee students and non-students alike. A mobile device application (‘Chatbot’) helps users
to find information on student enrolment, financial aid and working at Polish HEIs and research institutes. Last but not least, the
University of Warsaw has developed a nationwide internet-based recruitment service to help Ukrainian candidates to work or
volunteer at Polish HEIs and research institutes.
Switzerland has reduced the bureaucratic burden for the prolongation or earlier start of grants for Ukrainian recipients of the Swiss
Government Excellence Scholarships. Similarly, for Ukrainians, the period for doctoral studies and research projects funded by the
Swiss National Science Foundation has been extended.

The data-packed Figure 2 also provides some information on the funding source of the available largescale measures. It distinguishes between measures that are funded by the HEIs’ own budget, by other
public sources or by a combination of the two. Most countries tend to have a fixed funding pattern
across measures. Belgium (French Community), Denmark, Germany, Greece, Malta and Romania,
fund the large-scale measures exclusively from the public purse while leaving the HEI budgets
untouched. In contrast, Spain and Iceland fund their measures only from the HEIs’ budget. This
applies also to Switzerland, except for academic guidance which is publicly funded from sources
outside HEI budgets. Other countries, like Belgium (Flemish Community), Italy, and to a large extent
Ireland, Cyprus, Luxembourg, Sweden and Turkey, draw on both sources for (nearly) every type of
support measure. The remaining countries tend to alternate their funding sources between the HEI
budget and other public funds, depending on the support measure in question.
It is interesting to note that, following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, some countries topped up their
efforts to support the integration of refugees in higher education, by mobilising not only the HEI
budget, but also public funds flagged for that purpose. This is especially the case in Ireland, Cyprus
and to some extent also in Poland and Finland. When it comes to language training or support, nine
countries started using both funding sources, nine were relying on public funding only, but only six
countries continued relying on HEI funding exclusively (Figure 2).

1.3. External Quality Assurance of support measures for refugee learners
The Eurydice data show that most European countries responded to the arrival of refugees from
Ukraine by introducing new measures to support the integration of refugee learners in higher
education, in addition to strengthening already established measures. Since the nature of our data

(8) For this purpose, the candidates have to sign a statement that, on 24 February 2022 they studied for a specific year in a
given field and level of study at a HEI operating in the territory of Ukraine, and that they do not currently have any official
documents confirming the periods of study, passed exams, etc. Next, the HEI verifies the candidates’ achieved learning
outcomes. The rules for carrying out this verification are set by the HEI itself and are separate rules from those that may
have been in force before 24 February 2022. If differences in the curriculum or learning outcomes are found, the HEI may
ask the student to address them by, amongst others, taking certain exams or undertaking complementary training.
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(top-level policies) do not allow us to conclude anything about the impact or efficacy of the measures,
inevitably a serious knowledge gap remains. To address this, albeit only in part, and however
imperfectly, the national (top-level) education authorities were asked if the large-scale measures were
evaluated in external quality assurance procedures. Figure 3 portrays the results.
Figure 3: Support measures for refugee learners evaluated by external quality assurance, 2021/2022

External quality assurance is
required for all measures
External quality assurance is
required for some measures
No external quality assurance
Not applicable

Source: Eurydice.

Whereas most countries have had higher education support measures for refugees in place even
before the outbreak of the war in Ukraine, very few of them have quality assurance processes in
place. In fact, only Germany, Cyprus, Lithuania and Portugal have quality assurance for all large-scale
measures. Nine education systems (Belgium – Flemish Community, Czechia, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Malta, Romania, Switzerland and Norway) indicated that quality assurance takes place,
but only for some measures. The remaining 16 education systems that have large-scale support
measures do not evaluate them through an external quality assurance mechanism.

2.

RECOGNITION OF QUALIFICATIONS

2.1. Implementation of Article VII of the Lisbon Recognition Convention
Although the invasion of Ukraine has seen the largest number of refugees entering the European
Union since the Second World War, large numbers of individuals of all ages have entered European
countries after fleeing other conflict zones in recent years. Students and other adults forced to
interrupt studies or professional activity bring competences and skills acquired in their country of origin
that can be further developed in the host country through further studies, sometimes in higher
education.
However, institutions responsible for the recognition of foreign qualifications may face particular
challenges in the evaluation and recognition process. These are often associated with the lack of
established recognition procedures and policy for undocumented qualifications, as well as a lack of
information on legal obligations. In such cases, article VII of the Lisbon Recognition Convention – an
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international convention on credentials evaluation ratified by all European states with the exception of
Greece and Monaco – serves as a framework for developing good practice. It provides a legal
framework for dealing with the recognition of qualifications held by refugees, displaced persons and
persons in a refugee-like situation. It aims in particular to assist in situations where there can be a lack
of established recognition procedures and policy for undocumented qualifications, documentary
evidence of academic credentials and qualifications from the applicant, and information on legal
obligations. The article states that:
Each Party shall take all feasible and reasonable steps within the framework of its education system and in conformity with its
constitutional, legal, and regulatory provisions to develop procedures designed to assess fairly and expeditiously whether refugees,
displaced persons and persons in a refugee-like situation fulfil the relevant requirements for access to higher education, to further
higher education programmes or to employment activities, even in cases in which the qualifications obtained in one of the Parties
cannot be proven through documentary evidence.

All parties to the Lisbon Recognition Convention are required to implement fully Article VII. Figure 4
shows, however, that this is not always the case.
Figure 4: Implementation of article VII of the Lisbon Recognition Convention, 2021/2022

Legally required
Not legally required, but
procedures are in place
Not legally required, and
procedures are not in place

Source: Eurydice.

There are 17 countries that have failed to make changes to legislation in line with the requirements of
the Lisbon Recognition Convention – despite this being a legal obligation.
This reality did not change significantly following the increase in numbers of refugees into Europe in
2015 and 2016. Indeed, Portugal is the only country that has made any significant change to
legislation. A Ministerial Order was issued in January 2019, and this provides for the possibility of
waiving the delivery of diplomas, certificates and other academic documentation necessary for the
recognition of foreign academic degrees and diplomas related to qualifications of applicants in an
emergency situation for humanitarian reasons who are unable to provide proof of those qualifications.
Cyprus also reports recent developments. Although there is still no legislative implementation of
Article VII, all higher education institutions now have procedures to deal with refugees that are unable
to document their qualifications.
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In addition to these national measures, on 5 April the European Commission published a
Recommendation on the recognition of qualifications for people fleeing Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine ( 9), providing guidance and practical advice to ensure a quick, fair and flexible recognition
process for both academic and professional purposes. This was followed on 6 April by an online
training seminar organised with CIMEA – the Italian National Academic Recognition Information
Centre – to support fast-track recognition of Ukrainian qualifications ( 10). This training seminar
gathered over 1 250 participants from 80 countries, and led to the subsequent publication of
guidelines on fast-track recognition on 2 June ( 11).

2.2. The Council of Europe Qualifications Passport for Refugees (EQPR)
The EQPR ( 12) has been developed by the Council of Europe and project partners to facilitate
recognition of qualifications held by refugees in cases where documentary evidence may be lacking. It
consists of two parts: an assessment section and an explanatory section. The methodology for the
evaluation is a combination of an assessment of available documentation and the use of a structured
interview with a team of two qualified credential evaluators. Through a standardised format, it explains
the qualifications a refugee is likely to have based on the available evidence. Although this document
does not constitute a formal recognition act, it summarises and presents available information on the
applicant’s educational level, work experience and language proficiency. Thus, the document provides
credible information that can be relevant in connection with applications for employment, internships,
qualification courses and admission to studies.
Figure 5: Use of Council of Europe qualifications passport for refugees, 2021/2022

Systematically used
Occasionally used
Not used

Source: Eurydice.

(9)

For more details, see: https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)2319&lang=en

(10) For more details, see: https://education.ec.europa.eu/fi/node/2050
(11) For more details, see: https://education.ec.europa.eu/document/guidelines-on-fast-track-recognition-of-ukrainianacademic-qualifications
(12) For more details, see: https://www.coe.int/en/web/education/recognition-of-refugees-qualifications
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Given the potential advantages to using the EQPR, countries were asked whether the tool is used,
systematically or occasionally, in relation to refugees interested to access higher education
programmes.
Figure 5 shows that, although some countries are now using the EQPR, more than three quarters of
those participating in the report are not making use of the tool. Italy, the Netherlands and Romania are
the three countries that use the EQPR systematically in dealing with applications from refugees.
Norway, although it does not use the EQPR, uses a nationally-developed tool that is very similar and
draws upon Article VII of the LRC, and indeed was used as a model for the EQPR.
Taking a systematic approach can be considered as best practice as it ensures a consistent and fair
approach to dealing with refugee applications. Bulgaria, Greece, France Malta, Finland and
Switzerland also report using the tool, but on a more occasional basis.

2.3. Toolkit for the recognition of refugees’ qualifications
A toolkit for the recognition of refugees’ qualifications has been developed by the ENIC-NARIC
centres of several countries within an Erasmus+ funded project ( 13), which built upon a previous
project lead by Norway’s national recognition agency, NOKUT ( 14). The toolkit is a joint effort to assist
ENIC-NARIC centres in the development of practical approaches to credential evaluation and
recognition of the qualifications held by refugees, displaced persons and persons in a refugee-like
situation, even in cases of missing documentation or where the qualifications are scarcely
documented. The toolkit consists of three parts – principles, tools and approaches. As it is designed to
support people such as the citizens fleeing Ukraine and seeking to access higher education, it is
highly relevant to the current reality. Figure 6 shows the extent of its use.
Figure 6: Use of toolkit for recognition of refugees’ qualifications, 2021/2022

Systematically used
Occasionally used
No data
Not used

Source: Eurydice.

(13) For further information, see: https://www.enic-naric.net/recognise-qualifications-held-by-refugees.aspx
(14) For further information, see : https://www.nokut.no/om-nokut/internasjonalt-samarbeid/qualifications-passport-for-refugees/
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Figure 6 shows that the toolkit is being more widely used than the European Qualifications Passport
for Refugees. Indeed, according to the data provided, it is being systematically used by credential
evaluators in 13 higher education systems and occasionally used in a further 6. France has no data on
the use made of the toolkit by higher education institutions.
However, half of the higher education systems are not making use of the tool. Surprisingly this
includes Germany and Norway whose recognition centres were at the heart of the project to develop
the Toolkit. However, in the case of Norway, very similar documents to those contained in the toolkit
are routinely used.

3.

MONITORING

Previous Eurydice reports have shown that it is rare for top-level authorities to collect data on
participation of refugees in higher education. The situation has changed to some extent following the
arrival of refugees from Ukraine, as illustrated in Figure 7 below
Figure 7: Monitoring of participation of refugees in higher education, 2021/2022

Participation of refugees is
subject to top-level monitoring
No top-level monitoring

Source: Eurydice.

Although only seven higher education systems are monitoring the participation of refugees in higher
education, this number is an increase on previous reporting, and indeed a monitoring process has
been recently established in several systems.
In particular, Poland and Romania have established top-level monitoring systems following the arrival
of people from Ukraine. Poland reports the highest number of enrolled Ukrainian students. At the time
of the Eurydice data collection, 568 Ukrainian nationals were enrolled in higher education institutions
in Poland, while 837 had started an enrolment process. In Romania, the number of enrolled students
from Ukraine was 79 at the time of reporting the data for 2021/2022.
The French Ministry of Higher Education and Research has set up a platform to which Ukrainian
students can subscribe in order to be selected by French Universities and other higher education
institutions. This platform provides the ministry with weekly data on the number of students who are
applying for immediate courses such as French language courses or specific preparation courses
called ‘DU Passerelles’. The data provided also includes applications for the next academic year.
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Students are asked to complete a questionnaire stating that they receive temporary protection and
with the information concerning their choice of subjects of study and of location.
The French Ministry of Higher Education and Research also sends a weekly survey to higher
education institutions to monitor the number of Ukrainian students enrolled immediately and for the
next academic year. This survey also asks other questions including about financial assistance
requests and student accommodation provided to Ukrainian students.
Portugal already had a system for monitoring refugee students, although from 2019 until 2021 had
only one refugee student enrolled in the system. In 2021/2022 there are now 43 Ukrainian national
students enrolled in Portuguese higher education institutions.
Italy has a more established system of monitoring refugee students. For 2021/2022 there are
31 Ukrainian nationals enrolled, while the largest number of refugees are from Afghanistan
(110 enrolments). Czechia has 13 refugee students enrolled, and no more than 3 from one country.
The Flemish Community of Belgium is the only system that collects data not only on participation of
refugee students but also on their completion rates. For other countries, Poland points out that this is
because the data collection is new, and completion rate data may be planned as a future step.
As monitoring is necessary to understand the impact of policy and measures, the relatively low level of
monitoring activity that has so far been put in place with regard to refugee students from Ukraine
suggests that this is an area where countries may wish to consider action in the coming months.

CONCLUSION
As a response to the high numbers of people from Ukraine seeking protection in the rest of Europe,
this report shows that there is a significant variety in policy responses to integrate these citizens
into higher education institutions.
Most of the measures that have now been developed to respond to the arrival of displaced people
from Ukraine existed prior to the outbreak of the conflict. Thus, in most countries, the approach has
been to use and develop measures and instruments that were already in place. The majority of
countries have more than five different large-scale measures in place. Only a handful of countries
have introduced novel and specific higher education policy measures in response to the numbers of
displaced citizens from Ukraine. However, there are national examples that could inspire future
initiatives.
The most common support measures are host language training or support, psychological
counselling, academic guidance, introductory courses, and also financial support (mainly in the
form of non-repayable grants or scholarships) and reserved study places. Full tuition fee
exemption is offered only by seven countries. Most countries tend to finance the measures either
from public funds or from the HEIs’ budget, but it is relatively common to use both sources for
language training. More than half of the education systems have no external quality assurance
evaluation mechanism in place for their large-scale measures.
Recognition of previous educational attainment can be a serious challenge, particularly when
documentary evidence of qualifications cannot be provided. This is the reason why a specific article
on this topic was integrated into the Lisbon Recognition Convention. Despite the requirement
for this article to be implemented through national legislation, this has not happened in 17 of the
education systems covered. More positively, 13 of them have now put in place procedures to deal
with the recognition of qualifications held by refugees and displaced persons.
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The European Qualifications Passport for Refugees has been developed by the Council of Europe
and partners to facilitate recognition of qualifications held by refugees in cases where documentary
evidence may be lacking. However, it is being systematically used in only three countries.
The situation is more positive for the toolkit for recognition of refugees’ qualifications, which was
developed within an Erasmus+ funded project in 2018/2019. Around half of European countries are
making use of the toolkit to support citizens from Ukraine in accessing higher education programmes.
Only seven higher education systems monitor the integration of refugees in their institutions. The
monitoring that is undertaken is basic – mostly tracking enrolment data. Only one system (Flemish
Community of Belgium) has established a longer-term tracking mechanism in order to be able to see
the completion rates of refugee students. As monitoring is necessary to understand the impact of
policy and measures, this is an area where countries may focus on making improvements in the
coming months.
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Eurydice National Units
ALBANIA

CYPRUS

Eurydice Unit
European Integration and Projects Department
Ministry of Education and Sport
Rruga e Durrësit, Nr. 23
1001 Tiranë
Contribution of the Unit: Egest gjokuta

Eurydice Unit
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport and Youth
Kimonos and Thoukydidou
1434 Nicosia
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

CZECHIA

AUSTRIA
Eurydice-Informationsstelle
Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und
Forschung
Abt. Bildungsstatistik und –monitoring
Minoritenplatz 5
1010 Wien
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

Eurydice Unit
Czech National Agency for International Education and
Research
Dům zahraniční spolupráce
Na Poříčí 1035/4
110 00 Praha 1
Contribution of the Unit: Helena Pavlíková and
Petra Prchlíková

BELGIUM

DENMARK

Unité Eurydice de la Communauté française
Ministère de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles
Direction des relations internationales
Boulevard Léopold II, 44 – Bureau 6A/001
1080 Bruxelles
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

Eurydice Unit
Ministry of Higher Education and Science
Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education
Haraldsgade 53
2100 København Ø
Contribution of the Unit: The Ministry of Higher Education
and Science

Eurydice Vlaanderen
Departement Onderwijs en Vorming/
Afdeling Strategische Beleidsondersteuning
Hendrik Consciencegebouw 7C10
Koning Albert II-laan 15
1210 Brussel
Contribution of the Unit: Sanne Noël

ESTONIA
Eurydice Unit
Ministry of Education and Research
Munga 18
50088 Tartu
Contribution of the Unit: Kristi Raudmäe and Inga Kukk

Eurydice-Informationsstelle der Deutschsprachigen
Gemeinschaft
Ministerium der Deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft
Fachbereich Ausbildung und Unterrichtsorganisation
Gospertstraße 1
4700 Eupen
Contribution of the Unit: Catherine Reinertz

FINLAND
Eurydice Unit
Finnish National Agency for Education
P.O. Box 380
00531 Helsinki
Contribution of the Unit: Sinikka Tamminen (Senior
Adviser), Maija Airas (Counsellor of Education),
Hanna Laakso (Senior Adviser); Ministry of Education and
Culture: Kaisu-Maria Piiroinen (Counsellor of Education)

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Ministry of Civil Affairs
Education Sector
Trg BiH 3
71000 Sarajevo
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

FRANCE
Unité française d’Eurydice
Ministère de l'Éducation nationale et de la Jeunesse
(MENJ)
Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur, de la Recherche
(MESR)
Ministère des Sports et des Jeux Olympiques et
Paralympiques (MSJOP)
Direction de l’évaluation, de la prospective et de la
performance (DEPP)
Mission aux relations européennes et internationales
(MIREI)
61-65, rue Dutot
75732 Paris Cedex 15
Contribution of the Unit: Joint contribution (Eurydice
France and experts from the French Ministry of higher
education and research)

BULGARIA
Eurydice Unit
Human Resource Development Centre
Education Research and Planning Unit
15, Graf Ignatiev Str.
1000 Sofia
Contribution of the Unit: Marchela Mitova and
Nikoleta Hristova

CROATIA
Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes
Frankopanska 26
10000 Zagreb
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility.
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GERMANY

LITHUANIA

Eurydice-Informationsstelle des Bundes
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V. (DLR)
Heinrich-Konen Str. 1
53227 Bonn
Contribution of the Unit: Elisabeth.Baer

Eurydice Unit
National Agency for Education
K. Kalinausko str. 7
3107 Vilnius
Contribution of the Unit: Ieva Rutavičiūtė (external expert)

Eurydice-Informationsstelle der Länder im Sekretariat der
Kultusministerkonferenz
Taubenstraße 10
10117 Berlin
Contribution of the Unit: Thomas Eckhardt and
Marius Michalski

LUXEMBOURG

GREECE
Eurydice Unit
Directorate of European and International Affairs
General Directorate for International, European Affairs
Hellenic Diaspora and Intercultural Affairs
Ministry of Education & Religious Affairs
37 Andrea Papandreou Str. (Office 2172)
15180 Maroussi (Attiki)
Contribution of the Unit: the Eurydice Unit and the
Department E’: Liaison with the European Higher
Education Policy

ICELAND
The Directorate of Education
Eurydice Unit
Víkurhvarfi 3
203 Kópavogur
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

IRELAND
Eurydice Unit
Department of Education
International Section
Marlborough Street
Dublin 1 – DO1 RC96
Contribution of the Unit: John Murphy and Ian Mulholland

ITALY
Unità italiana di Eurydice
Istituto Nazionale di Documentazione, Innovazione e
Ricerca Educativa (INDIRE)
Agenzia Erasmus+
Via C. Lombroso 6/15
50134 Firenze
Contribution of the Unit: Alessandra Mochi;
expert: Paola Castellucci (Ufficio II, Direzione Generale
dell’internazionalizzazione e della comunicazione,
Ministero dell’università e della ricerca)

Unité nationale d'Eurydice
ANEFORE ASBL
eduPôle Walferdange
Bâtiment 03 - étage 01
Route de Diekirch
7220 Walferdange
Contribution of the Unit: Isabelle Reinhardt (Ministry of
Higher Education and Research), Stéphanie Schott
(Ministry of Higher Education and Research) and
Bruno Rodrigues (Ministry of Higher Education and
Research)

MALTA
Eurydice National Unit
Directorate for Research, Lifelong Learning and
Employability
Ministry for Education and Sports
Great Siege Road
Floriana VLT 2000
Contribution of the Unit: Jeannine Vassallo

MONTENEGRO
Eurydice Unit
Vaka Djurovica bb
81000 Podgorica
Contribution of the Unit: Milica Zizić (Ministry of Education)
and Ana Dragutinovic (University of Montenegro)

NETHERLANDS
Eurydice Nederland
Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap
Directie Internationaal Beleid
Rijnstraat 50
2500 BJ Den Haag
Contribution of the Unit: Yasmin Alhafaji and
Brenda Langezaal

NORTH MACEDONIA
National Agency for European Educational Programmes
and Mobility
Boulevard Kuzman Josifovski Pitu, No. 17
1000 Skopje
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

LATVIA

NORWAY

Eurydice Unit
State Education Development Agency
Vaļņu street 1 (5th floor)
1050 Riga
Contribution of the Unit: Viktors Kravchenko

Eurydice Unit
Directorate for Higher Education and Skills
Postboks 1093
5809 Bergen
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

LIECHTENSTEIN

POLAND

Informationsstelle Eurydice
Schulamt des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
Austrasse 79
Postfach 684
9490 Vaduz
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility of the Eurydice
Unit in cooperation with experts of the Office of Education

Polish Eurydice Unit
Foundation for the Development of the Education System
Aleje Jerozolimskie 142A
02-305 Warszawa
Contribution of the Unit: Beata Płatos-Zielińska
(coordination); national expert: dr Mariusz Luterek,
University of Warsaw, in consultation with the Ministry of
Education and Science
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PORTUGAL

SPAIN

Portuguese Eurydice Unit
Directorate-General for Education and Science Statistics
Av. 24 de Julho, 134
1399-054 Lisbon
Contribution of the Unit: Isabel Almeida in collaboration
with the Directorate-General for Higher Education

Eurydice España-REDIE
Instituto Nacional de Evaluación Educativa (INEE)
Ministerio de Educación y Formación Profesional
Paseo del Prado, 28
28014 Madrid
Contribution of the unit: Gerardo López Porras,
Juan Mesonero Gómez, Jaime Vaquero Jiménez and
experts from the Secretaría General de Universidades
(Ministry of Universities) and the Conference of Rectors of
Spanish Universities (CRUE)

ROMANIA
Eurydice Unit
National Agency for Community Programmes in the Field
of Education and Vocational Training
Universitatea Politehnică București
Biblioteca Centrală
Splaiul Independenței, nr. 313
Sector 6
060042 București
Contribution of the Unit: Veronica – Gabriela Chirea, in
cooperation with experts:
- Cristina Ghiţulică (Romanian Agency for Quality
Assurance in Higher Education (ARACIS));
- Antonela Toma (Ministry of Education – General
Directorate of Higher Education)

SWEDEN
Eurydice UnitUniversitets- och högskolerådet/
The Swedish Council for Higher EducationBox 4030
171 04 Solna
Contribution of the Unit: Joint responsibility

SWITZERLAND
Eurydice Unit
Swiss Conference of Cantonal Ministers of Education
(EDK)
Speichergasse 6
3001 Bern
Contribution of the Unit: Alexander Gerlings; external
experts: Aurélia Robert-Tissot (SBFI), Clemens Tuor
(Swiss universities)

SLOVAKIA
Eurydice Unit
Slovak Academic Association for International Cooperation
Križkova 9
811 04 Bratislava
Contribution of the Unit: Marta Čurajová; external expert:
Lukáš Bošňák (Ministry of Education, Science, Research
and Sport of the Slovak Republic)

TURKEY
Eurydice Unit
MEB, Strateji Geliştirme Başkanlığı (SGB)
Eurydice Türkiye Birimi, Merkez Bina 4. Kat
B-Blok Bakanlıklar
06648 Ankara
Contribution of the Unit: Hatice Nihan Erdal, Gülçin Öz

SLOVENIA
Eurydice Unit
Ministry of Education, Science and Sport
Education Development and Quality Office
Masarykova 16
1000 Ljubljana
Contribution of the Unit: Saša Ambrožič Deleja,
Maja Švent, Anita Jesenko (MIZŠ)
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IN PERSON

All over Europe there are hundreds of local EU information centres.
You can find the address of the centre nearest to you at: europa.eu/contact

ON THE PHONE OR BY EMAIL

Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union. You can contact this service:
--- by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls),
--- at the following standard number: +32 22999696, or
--- by electronic mail via: europa.eu/contact

Finding information about the EU
ONLINE

Information in all the official languages of the European Union is available on the Europa website: europa.eu
EU PUBLICATIONS

You can download or order free and priced EU publications from EU Bookshop at: http://bookshop.europa.eu.
Multiple copies of free publications may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local information centre
(see http://europa.eu/contact).

EU LAW AND RELATED DOCUMENTS

For access to legal information from the EU, including all EU law since 1951 in all the official language versions,
go to EUR-Lex at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/

OPEN DATA FROM THE EU

The EU Open Data Portal (http://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data) provides access to datasets from the EU.
Data can be downloaded and reused for free, for both commercial and non-commercial purposes.
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The Russian invasion of Ukraine forced many people to flee their home and seek protection in
neighbouring European countries, amongst them a large proportion of children and young people.
Higher education systems in the receiving countries now have a responsibility to support young
people to continue their studies, and to provide them with quality education and support services.
This report investigates what higher education authorities across Europe have done so far to assist
higher education institutions in integrating and supporting refugee learners from Ukraine. The aim
is to inspire future efforts to respond in the best way possible to the needs and aspirations of these
refugee learners.
The report presents qualitative Eurydice data on national policies and measures in 37 European
education systems. The findings show that many countries have reacted rapidly to provide policy
support to higher education institutions to address the needs of refugee learners from Ukraine. In
most cases these measures build on pre-existing policy. The report also shows that monitoring of
refugee status in higher education is not widespread, and that in some countries further work is
required to recognise refugee qualifications that cannot be adequately documented.
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